
REVEAL                                                                         30TH, JANUARY 2022 

The Merriam-Webster dictionary interpretation for the word reveal: “To make known through Divine 

inspiration.” 

Speaking of the Antichrist being revealed, let’s read 2 Thessalonians chapter 2 

2 Thessalonians 2:3 Let no man deceive you by any means: for that day shall not come, except there 
come a falling away first, and that man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition; According to this verse, 
before the Antichrist is revealed, the world will have already fallen away in faith; then obviously the 
worldly will have no notion of who their new leader is. The Antichrist will be revealed to the prophets, “I 
reveal My secrets unto My servants the prophets”.  I don’t believe that this will be a general 
announcement, but Jesus will reveal His secrets to those prophets that are listening carefully to His 
voice, those that are in intimate communion with the Lord Himself. And unless those prophets reveal 
their secret to the world, the world would remain ignorant.  
2 Thessalonians 2:4 Who opposeth and exalteth himself above all that is called God, or that is 
worshipped; so that he as God sitteth in the temple of God, shewing himself that he is God. The more I 
read this verse the more convinced I am that this shewing is done in the spirit within the true temple of 
the heart. I gleaned this interesting use of the noun “shew” as usually suggesting appearance in contrast 
to reality.  If we look at this mystery from another angle and ask; how do we know Jesus is our Savior, 
we haven’t actually seen Him. Well of course the Word of God tells us…but that is only one step.  
In Matthew 16:16 Peter declares that Jesus is the Son of the living God and Jesus answers him by saying, 
“For flesh and blood hath not revealed it unto thee, but my Father which is in heaven”. I tend to think 
that the Antichrist may have already revealed himself to the world, just as Jesus had revealed Himself to 
the world by signs and miracles long before Peter made that declaration. If you read that chapter you 
will understand that God had not revealed Jesus’ divinity to the men of the world. It was first revealed to 
His disciples, His intimates, whose job it was to reveal His identity to the world after His departure.  
So what about Matthew 24:15…When ye therefore shall see the abomination of desolation, spoken of 
by Daniel the prophet, stand in the holy place, (whoso readeth, let him understand :  
Reading from Daniel 7:20-25...And of the ten horns that were in his head, and of the other which came 
up, and before whom three fell; even of that horn that had eyes, and a mouth that spake very great 
things, whose look was more stout than his fellows. Vs. 21…I beheld, and the same horn made war with 
the saints, and prevailed against them; vs. 22 Until the Ancient of days came, and judgment was given to 
the saints of the most High; and the time came that the saints possessed the kingdom. Vs. 23 Thus he 
said, The fourth beast shall be the fourth kingdom upon earth, which shall be diverse from all kingdoms, 
and shall devour the whole earth, and shall tread it down, and break it in pieces. Vs. 24 And the ten 
horns out of this kingdom are ten kings that shall arise: and another shall rise after them; and he shall be 
diverse from the first, and he shall subdue three kings. And vs. 25 And he shall speak great words against 
the most High, and shall wear out the saints of the most High, and think to change times and laws: and 
they shall be given into his hand until a time and times and the dividing of time. 
 
Now I can clearly see that countries across the globe are indebted to a world body that dictates their 
health and financial decisions. I can clearly see that the saints have assuredly been overcome and that 
the war in that arena is well and truly won. So what signs are left, the signing of the unholy covenant, 
the building of a third temple in Jerusalem, or the revealing of who he is through the mouth of God’s 
Endtime prophets? I believe after reading what the Endtime Prophet David said in his discourse on the 
Daily Sacrifice that the first two points are conjecture based on theory. The third thought would seem 



the most obvious at this point in time, unless of course the two witnesses in Revelation chapter 11 are 
merely figments.  
2 Thessalonians 2:5 Remember ye not, that, when I was yet with you, I told you these things? 

2 Thessalonians 2:6 And now ye know what withholdeth that he might be revealed in his time. Now 

there could be two interpretations to this verse. Either the Antichrist is going to reveal himself in his 

own time or God is going to reveal the Antichrist in a time that suits Him. If the AC gets the call, I doubt 

he will get up and announce to the unbelieving world that he is the Antichrist of Biblical fame!  If God 

gets the call, then who would God reveal His Divine secret to…His prophets of course. Then again the AC 

may simply reveal himself to the world regardless of their intimate knowledge, and declare himself as 

their new leader. In which case it will still be our job to announce his arrival and no doubt the soon 

arrival of the real King; so are we ready to take on the AC? Not if we’ve turned our backs on the Words 

of David.     

2 Thessalonians 2:7 For the mystery of iniquity doth already work: only he who now letteth will let, until 
he be taken out of the way. The mystery of the Antichrist is already well underway, but something or 
Someone is holding back the actual revelation to the world. I believe the Words of David hold the secret 
to this letting.  
 
2Thessalonians 2:8 And then shall that Wicked be revealed, whom the Lord shall consume with the spirit 

of his mouth, and shall destroy with the brightness of his coming: 

There is a lot of speculation surrounding the events and times we live in. We have our own theories also, 
but there is one subject that no one is talking about and that is the revelation of the Antichrist. Perhaps 
this is because it is not yet God’s time to reveal this secret, perhaps the reason for this is because His 
intimate prophets are not yet ready to fulfill their place in the Endtime drama.  
When studying the new/old wine it appeared the Lord used the titles, The Family and The Children of 
David interchangeably. However just recently I came to realize that He was actually differentiating 
between these two titles or classifications. The Family was being used in a broader sense whereas the 
Children of David as a specific title.   
Jesus continuously promised throughout His Word to The Family that its calling was unique; well that 
was what many believed He was promising; that The Family was called to a unique mission. However it 
wasn’t so much The Family that His promises were directed too, but the individual. Those He called the 
Children of David. The requirements for discipleship were very high, too high I believe for an 
organization to uphold. But Jesus wasn’t appealing to an organization, He was appealing to the 
individual, He was looking for personal commitment, even to the point of taking the organization back 
to ground zero a number of times throughout its history in order to sift the chaff from the wheat. Jesus 
was training Endtime prophets that would give their lives in obedience to His will, spiritual virgins that 
were willing to burn out on His altar of sacrifice, those who would follow Him withersoever He went, no 
matter how high into the spirit He travelled.  
So what is the great sieve, what does Jesus use to refine the individual? The Words of David define the 
destiny of those who choose the road of discipleship. Now within the definition the disciple is presented 
with promises and requirements; the promises are imposing but alternatively the requirements are 
equally imposing. It would seem that many within the organization underestimated the significance of 
what Jesus was trying to accomplish, or perhaps many grew familiar with His Words, nevertheless God 
did speak through His prophet David and those promises and stipulations still stand today. They are 
there for any individual who hears the call to Endtime discipleship.  



Reserved for Us, Revealed to Us! 

 

72. (Jesus speaking:) My Word says, "Eye has not seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered into the 
heart of man, the things which God has prepared for them that love Him." "But," it continues, "God has 
revealed them unto us by His Spirit: for the Spirit searches all things, even the deep things of God." And 
this is one of the things I will do for you, My children--reveal. I have already revealed to you many 
things that I have never told others, and I will continue to reveal. 

73. Reveal is the key word. There are many things I have not revealed to the many who love 
Me, many other Christians, but I am going to reveal them to you, My children of David. This is 
something that is reserved for you, and only you, through prophecy, through listening to Me, and 
through hearing My whispers…the Keys to God even being able to reveal secrets to us.  
74. I have saved the deep things for you--the miracles, the revelations, the power, the healings, the 
understanding, the intimacy, great faith, great boldness, hearing clearly My voice in prophecy, the 
anointing of being My Endtime leaders of the world. This is reserved for you. The task before you, My 
Family, is reserved as your specific chosen calling. You will fulfill the verse, "Greater things than these 
shall ye do." This is what I will call you to do. The Endtime passages that you've read about those who do 
miracles and exploits, this is for you--you upon whom the ends of the Earth have come. 
75. I will give you the faith and anointing. You won't have to worry about it or work it up; it's a gift, and it 
will happen as you seek Me and as you step out, just as you have done many times, from speaking in 
tongues, to witnessing, to receiving prophecies. As you put forth the will, I will do the impossible. 
 
                                                                       (More on the Keys! What the Future Holds, Part 2 [#3351])\ 
 
Of course those promises are conditional; they are based on each individual’s obedience to follow the 
instruction; that of wielding the new weapons. It would seem quite obvious that for something to be 
revealed then you would have to be seeking and listening for the revelation. Those many other 
Christians spoken of in the above passage weren’t for some reason given the opportunity that the 
Family was given.  But that isn’t the issue here, what is important is you were given this revelation and 
you were supposed to run with it. So those Children of David that continued to wield the gift of 
prophecy are today inheriting the promise. It was then, and still is now, a matter of choice. Each new 
revealing since 1968 was a stepping stone leading up to where the Children of David now stand. The 
organization called the Family is part of Family history because at the Reboot they chose another path. 
“Now the acts of those that went before lo they are written in the annals of the Children of God.”  As for 
those that followed the Words of David past the way station called the Reboot and up the next flight of 
stairs are in line for the next revealing. No earthly leader to follow up here; David has gone, Maria and 
Peter have gone, you are in unchartered territory, just you and the voices of the Holy Ghost and your 
spirit helpers to lead you up the rugged mountain path.      
 
+++ 
 
(Jesus speaking:) In the coming days you will see a great falling away of anything in the Family that is not 

grounded and firmly established upon My living Word. My Word is the great discerner of the thoughts 

and intents of the heart, and as such, will rightly divide that which is firmly grounded in Me and that 

which is based on the shifting sands of all that falls outside the circumference of My unfailing Word. You 

will see a great falling away of other plans and projects and even people who are not steadfastly 

grounded in My Word. You will see a swelling of the chaff and all that is laid naked before Me and found 

wanting. There has not been any other time in the history of My children of David when the dire 



consequences of these messages have been so great. I am very clearly, precisely, and strategically 

addressing the fundamental foundation of your faith--My Word. I am addressing the foundation of the 

Family--My living Word and all that I have given through My David and Maria. The consequences of not 

receiving or lazily dismissing these messages are very, very great. There will be no turning back after this 

delivery. From this point on, depending on each one's choice, the die will be cast for each of My 

children. So to you and all My children, I say, prepare. Prepare to meet the incredible and dynamic fruit, 

or the pitiful fallout. As I have said, the Word is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart, and 

this challenge will bring division in the ranks. Each individual is being put to the test. Each one will 

make a choice. Many will choose the house of David--the house of My living Words and the Spirit; 

some will choose the House of Saul--the house of the former, the old, the arm of the flesh, the house 

of self and all that would oppose and stand in the way of My Words entering, deeply penetrating, 

motivating and possessing the heart and spirit. (End of message from Jesus.) 

                                                                                               (Obliterate Obstacon! #3434:64, 67-69) (PFTCOD1) 

At the writing of this note, (Feb01, 2022) it would seem the opposite is true, and instead of many, very 

few have chosen the House of David. Nonetheless, because it is written as a prophetic statement I can 

only presume that at some point “the many” will pick up the mantle of David once again. And as each in 

our turn respond to Ezekiel’s call to rise and once again do battle with the forces of evil, calling to those 

brethren to come join them in the fight against that great and terrible army, so will His promises be 

fulfilled.   

+++ 

It's the danger of every religious movement to cool down, to compromise, and to die a slow death. But I 

have given you a way out, a way of deliverance from that fate that has met so many new religious 

movements. I have provided for you a way of deliverance from the lethargy, the half-heartedness, the 

coolness, apathy and deadness in spirit that has brought an end to so many reformations or revolutions 

or mighty waves of My Spirit. And that way of escape is the radical, changing, earthshaking, 

heartbreaking, mind-bending, soul-searching Word that I give to the children of David--fresh, 

rich and abundant from Heaven!                                        (Golden Victories! #3162A:5,6,8) (PFTCOD1) 

The message is indisputable; undeniable…it is the Word that gives light, life and leadership. But not just 

the Word but the Words of David to the Children of David are what makes us what we are today.  

+++ 

(Jesus:) It's good to know the Bible. And for your children and new disciples, it's also very important to 

teach them the Bible. Getting to know Jesus from the Gospels helps them understand more about Him 

today. They can't get to know Him as deeply if they only learn about Him from the newly printed Word. 

Also, some Bible history from the Old Testament and the Book of Acts helps to solidify one's beliefs. But 

you can't be a good, strong Family member if you only study the old. The New Wine is very important‚ 

and when it comes down to what you need most at this time in history, I would rather you spend the 

majority of your hours of studying the Word in studying the Letters and the Lord's counsel for today. It's 



like the verse, "Believe in the Lord your God, so shall ye be established; believe His prophets, so shall ye 

prosper." You can apply that to the Bible and the New Wine. To be established, you need to know the 

foundation from the Bible. But to prosper, you must have the Letters.                                                                                                

(The Mysterious Keys, Part 2 #3473:15, 16) 

And to stand on thin air at the fourth floor level you require the New Wine of prophecy…it is the only 

way forward from here on out. If the Bible and all the letters are taken from us, if our prophecy books 

are taken away, we will still have the Living Word coursing through every fiber of our beings. There is no 

stopping us now, there is not turning back. We have been set free from the bondage of the past and are 

now New Wine bibbers.  

+++ 

(Jesus speaking:) As I have said in My Word, and as My prophets have said, blessed are your eyes--those 

who live in the last generation--and blessed are your ears for the things that you hear, and will yet hear! 

Whose eyes and whose ears were they talking about? These are not the eyes and the ears of those of 

the world, and neither are they the eyes and the ears of those who give Me part of their time or part of 

their heart. But they are the eyes and the ears of the children of David with the truths that I have 

poured out upon you--the Words, visions, dreams, instruction, guidance, commission, power and 

anointing that I have given you, and the secrets that I will yet reveal to you that have not even been 

made known Here to those in the Heavenly realm! These are designated for you, My obedient and 

loyal children, for the sacrifices that you have made to serve Me and to yield yourselves as living 

sacrifices of love.                                                                   (Birthday Yieldedness! #3141:80-83) (PFTCOD1) 

I believe the system is going to close up like a clam this year, and I do not hope I’m wrong…In fact I pray 

for this to happen. Our Lover needs to return to bring this insane world to an end. The corruption that 

rules this planet has had its day. I pray that you pray along with us. Why anyone would want this 

madness to continue has not embraced the Heavenly vision.  

+++ 

(Jesus speaking:) Not one thing that I have spoken will fail. All will be fulfilled and all will be answered 

according to My will, and according to My purpose. That which you do not understand today may be 

because it is not My time to fully reveal to you My complete plan and purpose. Only believe and trust, 

even though you do not understand. For My ways are not your ways, and you can never know the mind 

of God by trying to understand and analyze with your own fleshly mind. But I will reveal My thoughts 

and My ways by the power of My Spirit to those whom I choose, to those who are receptive and 

yielded and believing, who will receive My voice with faith and love and appreciation. 

Precept by precept Jesus is putting the puzzle together, it is becoming clearer and we are in line to get 

the inside scoop.  

+++ 

The children of David are the most spiritually fed and enlightened people on the face of the Earth.                              



                                                                                                        (Our Activated Future! #3298:114) (PFTCOD1) 

+++ 

60. (Jesus speaking:) The things of the spirit are so vast and hard to comprehend. You reach into My 

Heavenly realm and grasp what seems so great and marvelous, and it is. Yet often there's so much 

more to it, and you see only a portion of My power through the revelation. 

61. As I go at your pace, and as each Family member strives to pull down more and more Heavenly 

messages, your faith will be increased and your vision will be broadened. My messages and revelations 

for each one will open up new truths to each individual, and the faith of each one will be increased more 

and more--and thus begins a wonderful cycle of pulling down My seeds in faith, and My giving and 

honoring your faith with fuller and weightier messages from beyond to guide each one individually from 

My Heavenly realm. And you will not be able to stop up this flow--nor will you have any desire to. For all 

those who love My Words will seek to know more truth, and will hunger after the meat of My Spirit that 

I so desire to give you. 

62. Don't be limited by your own carnal reasoning. Don't ask yourself, "Does this make sense? How can 

this be?" But only pull down My words and give as it is given unto you, and afterwards you will see that 

the words that I have spoken unto you are spirit and life and light and truth. They will feed your soul and 

strengthen your body. 

63. The channel that I wish for each one to have connecting him or her to Me is a strong and 

unbreakable channel. I wish to give to all not only generalized answers, but specific answers in specific 

situations. There's no need to worry that you will come up blank, for if you come to Me in full faith, I will 

not fail in any of My promises, and I will give you that which you have asked. 

64. In these Last Days there will be need for a trust--a bond amongst you--just as two soldiers fight 

together and each one trusts the other to "cover him" and watch his back. They can't be in doubt, for 

this is the unity of an army--a brotherly unity, an unbreakable love that knows the other would give his 

life for him. When they wield their weapons they work as a powerful team, each watching out for the 

other, perhaps even leaving his part of the fray to help the other out of a heated fight. 

65. So shall it be with you, My Family. As you practice wielding this weapon of prophecy, you will gain 

more and more trust in one another. You will become dependent on each other's skill in wielding this 

gift, as well as your own skill. No man will be able to go without these spiritual weapons, just as no man 

in battle can do without some kind of physical weapon, or he would be helpless and only a burden. As 

you all learn to wield your weapons with courage and precision, you will become a more powerful team 

and be able to get much accomplished many times over. 

66. No one will want to have the question in his mind, "Is this brother by my side going to fight with me, 

or will he turn and run in the midst of battle?" All will need to be wholehearted and dedicated, 

committed unto the End. All will need to take a stand and determine in their hearts whether they will be 

part of My elite warrior forces. 



67. Take a stand this day! Don't be swayed by the Enemy's lies, becoming undecided, uncommitted or 

even neutral. For if you choose to just barely hang on, not making a strong determination in your soul, 

neither having prepared nor practiced with your weapons, you will be knocked off at the slightest wind 

of doctrine. You may want to latch on to the new changes, you may even wish to raise your sword in 

battle, but you will not be prepared! 

68. Therefore, choose this day. Don't be comfortable sitting on the fence, for this lukewarmness will not 

last long, and you will need to choose which way you go. There's no standing still in your service for Me. 

You're either moving forward and advancing, or getting pressed backwards in defeat. 

69. March forward with Me, your Commander, and see My salvation! There will be a great price, but the 

rewards and happiness gained through your total commitment will be more than worth it all. You will 

cry tears of joy, and you will realize how small were the sacrifices you made to further My Kingdom 

when you see My love for you and My purpose for you that has been destined since the beginning of 

time. 

70. Fulfill this call. Don't wait! Arise and take a stand. The time is drawing nigh, and I'm gathering My 

troops to battle. (End of message from Jesus.) 

                                                                           (More on the Keys! What the Future Holds, Part 2 [#3351]) 

Jesus is requiring us, to the best of our ability, to live the Words of David and thus fulfill His commission 

to the Children of David. We are called as prophets, as little David’s to love not our lives to the death. 

And it will certainly be death to self and any reputation we think we have.  

+++ 

 
75. I will give you the faith and anointing. You won't have to worry about it or work it up; it's a gift, 

and it will happen as you seek Me and as you step out, just as you have done many times, from 

speaking in tongues, to witnessing, to receiving prophecies. As you put forth the will, I will do the 

impossible. 

 76. This Endtime was reserved for you much the same as if you want to reserve a table at a 

restaurant. You call in and say you want to reserve a table at such-and-such a time for a group of so 

many. Well, that's what I have done in this Endtime. I've called you My chosen and said, "I've reserved 

these Endtime seats for this group, My Children of David." That's why you're here and in this Family, 

and that's why I'm going to anoint you and give you faith and courage and powers and supernatural 

gifts you never even thought imaginable. 

 77. I will increase your faith, and there will be no impossibilities to you--no sickness that can't 

be healed, no water that can't be walked upon, no demon that can't be brought into subjection, no 

storm that can't be quelled. You will even be able to bring the dead back to life when necessary. Do 

you believe Me? Try Me, test Me, prove Me, and see that I will not deny My Word! I will keep My 

promise and fulfill your destiny. (End of message from Jesus.) 



I believe we are about to come into our calling at last. No working it up in the flesh, no big cheeses just 

silly old you and me…isn’t that wonderful. The Keys are going to do it all, and isn’t that the way it should 

be; we will say, please don’t look at us, look at Jesus, look at the Keys and our spirit helpers, we are 

weak and full of faults. In a way it is going to be so easy…all we have to do is continue obeying what 

Jesus is already showing us. When you lack courage call on the Keys, when you lose faith call on the 

Keys, when you are hungry call again and again and again. As dear Dad said, the tribulation is going to be 

our best years. Thank you for believing, thank you for trusting in spite of all that’s been said against this 

unique truth. We are living the Words given to David and Maria…yes we are it because we chose to not 

put down this calling, it is that simple. What is an Elite Endtime Warrior but someone that follows, to the 

best of their ability the Words of God through the mouth of His Endtime prophet David? Whether we 

are about to go into great tribulation or we are already part way through and are coming into the worse 

year or years I don’ t know, it hasn’t yet be revealed to any of us. But I am sure it will at His perfect time.  

Tests of Faith-- 

Steppingstones to Victory! 

 78. (Mama:) I think you're going to really appreciate this next message, as it explains why you 

might be having some pretty hefty battles these days. There is a purpose to it all, and the good news 

is, the battles will get easier to overcome! 

 79. (Jesus speaking:) This will begin the time of getting out My Words like never before. I 

know you've heard that before, and it seems that each year you get out more than the year before. 

But because you've entered the era of action and I have so little time to help My children be prepared 

and ready for all that's in store for them, and will indeed be upon them very soon, I will begin to pour 

it out in quantities such as you have never seen! 

 80. And it will not be a review of the basics, but you will chart new territory in the revelations 

that I give and that are destined to be published! You will cover new ground in the spirit, for I will 

reveal to you secrets that have been given to none other. 

 81. I will challenge all My channels to stretch their faith! They can come to Me to hear what 

the future holds for them, as you have. That is a test of faith, but all those who come to Me with 

empty vessels will not only be filled to overflowing with what I want to give, but they will also find the 

size of their vessel increased from taking that simple step of faith. 

 82. So it will be in the days to come. There will be many steps of faith that I will ask of My 

children. Each time you make the right decision to take that step of faith, you will find your faith 

increased, for you will have activated your anointing of greater faith. It is within each of you, as I 

promised. But the only way to see the fulfillment of that promise, the only way to feel the anointing, 

to see the tangible proof, is to use it. 

 83. For that very purpose will I set before each of you many tests of faith. I will test your faith 

again and again in order to give you opportunities to exercise it. I will test your faith in whatever 



areas it needs strengthening. Those of you who are strong in a particular area will not face as many 

tests in that area. But any area where your faith is weak or in need of strengthening, in that area you 

will be tested--for the sole purpose of teaching each of you to activate your anointing, to use your gift 

of faith, to rise above difficulties, and to overcome impossibilities. 

 84. It wouldn't be impossible if you were faced with a test that was easy, or in an area where 

you are well versed or strong. It's only impossible when it looks and feels impossible! For this purpose 

of strengthening you I will give you impossibilities to overcome. But this is not a punishment, a 

chastisement, or a sign that you're out of My will. Rather it's a sign that you're one of My Endtime 

brides who has received the gift of greater faith, the anointing of overcoming impossibilities, and so 

I'm giving you these situations to learn to use that anointing, to put that faith into action. 

 85. In the soon-coming days, your faith will be tested by the Evil One. I will allow it as a 

testimony to My power, a testimony to the depth of your faith, a testimony to the overcoming power 

of My Spirit in you. But you must be ready for these great tests. I will allow each one's faith to be 

sorely tested. These tests will come in new and varied ways, but it's all for the purpose of teaching 

you to exercise the gift that I have put within you. 

 86. My channels will be tested as I speak and show of things I wish to pour out. My children 

will be tested as I give new revelations. There will be more false accusers, and their words will test the 

faith of some. I will ask you to take new steps of yieldedness or growth in your personal lives. Some 

will face battles of life-threatening illness, which I mean for you to overcome through My 

supernatural power. In some cases, I will call loved ones Home to help from this side, and those of you 

left behind will have to face tests of endurance and trust in Me. The tests will be many and varied, but 

in each case the core purpose will be the same--that of strengthening your faith and teaching you to 

overcome, activating the gift of faith within you. 

 87. As you learn to overcome, the next test will be more obvious, and you will overcome more 

easily--because the formula for overcoming will be the same each time. I've outlined the basics in the 

messages I gave for Feast 2001, and I will give more specific counsel which you will need in the days to 

come. With each test you face, the process will become more and more clear, until your faith muscles 

are strong and exercised and you can put them to use without a moment's hesitation. Each of you will 

become as a prizefighter, one of My commandos, skilled and trained for all scenarios, and ready for 

the darkest days that will ever fall upon the world. 

 88. This is nothing to be feared or dreaded, but it is the beginning of the purging, the making 

white, the preparing of My saints and heroes of faith who will be My showcase to the world. Each one 

will be called upon to do miracles. Each of you will need to be ready, your faith exercised and resting 

firmly on the foundation of My truth, My Word, and utter confidence in My love. The days to come 

will not be the time to wonder or hesitate. Your reflexes will need to be as lightning! And your 

defensive armor will be vital--your shield of faith, your overcoming faith, your faith which will 

surround you, protect you, empower you, and ultimately triumph victorious over the Dragon, the 

world, and all of evil's power! 



 89. Right now your faith is small. You've used it and exercised it, but it's tiny in comparison to 

the potential, in comparison to the need. That's why I have emphasized to such a degree the gift of 

faith that I'm giving you, and the keys of the Kingdom, which, if you have the faith to use them, will 

unlock all the power of Heaven itself. 

 90. Your faith is what will overcome the world, My loves, and now is the time when you will 

need that faith. So do not dread the tests. Look at them as steppingstones to victory, hurdles that you 

must cross, strength training for the big race. You will need it soon. 

 91. When you're faced with the need and your faith is strong and exercised, you will weep 

tears of thankfulness for the tests that taught you how to use it, how to wield it, how to unleash the 

power of Heaven through the simplicity of your faith. You'll not regret it, My loves. Gird up, for the 

training begins. The tests of your faith will come, but when they come, remember that they are but 

tests. Pull out the instructions I've given you, follow them implicitly, and watch your anointing be 

unveiled. 

 92. As you face each of these tests, the way to overcome will be obvious. You won't have to 

wonder or guess; I'll make it very clear to you as you seek Me. The basic criterion to keep in mind 

when you face these things is: Anything which holds you back or even threatens to hinder you from 

fulfilling what I've told you is My highest will is an obstacle to be overcome! Each thing that falls into 

that category is something you should look on as a test, an opportunity to put your faith into action, 

an opportunity to rise above, to strengthen your faith, to activate your anointing. 

 93. Each test that you pass, your faith will increase tenfold in that area. Each time you stretch 

your faith in obedience, in trust, in stepping out to do, to believe, your capacity will increase, your 

anointing will shine brighter, and you'll be walking in the power of the activated gift that is within 

you. You won't have to try; it will just come. You won't have to work it up; your faith will be there, 

strong and exercised, and ready to be used. The first few tests will be hard, but after that you will see 

them as challenges. You'll enjoy them, because you will have seen My power in action. You'll feel your 

faith growing within you, and it will give you a glow, a happiness, an anointing that you've never 

known before. 

 94. This is your heritage, My loves--to have the greatest faith, the strongest connection, the 

most apparent anointing that I have given to anyone on Earth throughout all time! This is what I'm 

asking you to train for! This is what I gave you during Feast 2001! Can you believe it? You have yet to 

see the fulfillment, but each time you step out to stretch your faith in obedience to Me, you will see it, 

you will feel it, you will know how very real it is. 

 95. This will be your greatest year yet, My loves! Your witness will shine brighter than ever 

before. You will begin to see the fulfillment of many of My promises regarding Activated, the 

expansion of the Family, the new plan I have for you, the revival in spirit of those who are weary, the 

finances beginning to come in, and all of this will just be the beginning! It's going to be great! So don't 

hesitate! Walk in with full faith to claim the land, the promises I've given. This is your destiny, My 



loves! Take it! (End of message from Jesus.) (More on the Keys! What the Future Holds, Part 2 

[#3351]) 

“I am your Gideon, and I am your torch and you are that old clay jar that I am going to smash just at the 

most opportune time. Be patient for just a little while longer. Plenty of shoulder room now, My loves. 

And this world is going to need room too, for when I break those old jars and light up this dreary old hag 

of a world, eyes will fly open. I’m not into numbers, never was, never will be. When the fighting gets 

really hot, I need shoulder room to blow the roof off. All I’m asking is for you to stand in exactly the right 

place for Me to work through you. Can you do that for Me? 

Remember your training; remember the endless days and nights as the world went on with their 

nonsense, when some of those in the training camp gave up and went back to what they thought was an 

easier life, but you kept going. You kept stepping into each new day with blind faith. Remember as you 

walk out onto the track. Remember as the starter’s gun fires and you hear the clap of its report in your 

ears; remember as you leap forward into the race ahead. Remember, My beloved Gideon’s band; 

remember us. Remember that you are not alone. Don’t listen to the enemy’s lies telling you that your 

race is in vain, that you are fools for believing My promises, that you are so few.” 

Note: Before closing I’d like to add a letter John wrote me as a reaction to the Podcast of this 

compilation. 

Stephen, 
The difference between the children of David and "the Family" was central to my understanding of what 
happened in the reboot. I sought the Lord on making it clear to me what happened in the reboot and the 
Lord led me to do a search in the Letters on "the Children of David" and almost all of the compilations in 
book 1 where a result of that search. (I just checked the dates of the creation of those original Word files 
and it was 2015 so my reawaking started then). I had it very clear that the Lord had a very good reason 
for using the term "the Children of David" and that it would give me the key to what happened with the 
reboot. It took me months (through studying the Words of David and making the compilations on the 
Children of David) to realize that the Lord wanted to separate those who were following the leaders and 
those who were following the Words of David and then it took me longer to realize that being a dropped 
out of the system, follower of the Lord's Words for today, real disciple, was what Peter and Maria no 
longer wanted to do. (with that realization I started to do the compilations in book 2 on 
discipleship in 2016 and 2017) and so they forsook the Words of David and led their followers back into 
the system to be the same as all the rest of the compromised churches and it appeared that most of "the 
Family" didn't miss much the Words of David and liked the compromised lifestyle of being a church like 
all the rest of the churches. So all of this is just to explain how important the term "the Children of David" 
was for me. 
With much love, 
John 
 

And for us too, thank you Dear John for abiding in your calling and putting out such a powerful set of 

compilations. They were like airport runway lights for us as we thankfully left the system again for the 

last time, all bridges burnt and nothing but clean fresh air all around us. Thank You Jesus for coming 



back for us when we walked away, thank You Jesus our Lover, our King and Husband. We owe you our 

lives and all that we have; we give it back to you now it is Yours precious wonderful desirable Jesus.   

 

“My wilderness surrounds and is in you. The Kingdom of God is within you. My Kingdom surrounds the 

kingdom of Satan. It is he that is trapped, not you.” 

 


